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Twenty-seven crashes involving train/vehicle or
train/pedestrian collisions were reported at crossings in the
study area, as summarized in Table ES-1. Of these, 7 involved
fatalities, and a majority of the collisions revolved around
automobile drivers maneuvering around down gates at the
crossings and not stopping prior to the crossing when a train
was approaching. It will be important for the City of Mebane
and NCRR work together in installing fencing along the rail
corridor through the downtown. This would direct pedestrians
to the appropriate sidewalks at at-grade crossings as a safe
crossing movement.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In a joint cooperative effort with the City of Mebane, Norfolk
Southern (NS), the North Carolina Department of
Transportation (NCDOT), and North Carolina Railroad
(NCRR), have completed the Mebane Traffic Separation Study
(TSS), which focuses on eight (8) existing at-grade roadwayrailroad crossings along a 5-mile span.
A TSS is part of a comprehensive evaluation of vehicular,
train, and pedestrian patterns and interactions along a defined
local or regional rail corridor. The purpose of the TSS is to
determine the need for improvements and/or elimination of
public at-grade crossings to improve safety and mobility for
motorists, pedestrians, rail passengers, and train crews. The
TSS evaluated the rail line in Mebane that crosses various
streets, as well as any planned or programmed railroad and
roadway improvements within the study area. Figure 1 defines
the study area of the project.

Table ES-1: Crash Summary
Crossing
No.
735 464L
735 465T
735 468N

While the study focused only on eight crossings, it also
supports the larger goals of the NCDOT Rail Division’s focus
on improved freight and passenger rail operations and quality
of life impacts (crossing safety, noise, air quality) for railadjacent communities. With the projected increase in freight
and passenger rail traffic, there is a need to focus attention to
the safety of this corridor and the mobility of all forms of traffic.

735 496V
735 471W
735 472D
735 474S

The process involved components relating to Crash Data,
Traffic Data, Capacity Analysis, Safety and Mobility Issues,
and Public Involvement.

735 141R

Street Name

SR 1940 –
Gibson Road
SR 1976 – Lake
Latham Road
SR 1965 –
Moore Road
SR 1962 – S 3rd
Street
4th Street
NC 119 - 5th
Street
SR 1402 Mattress
Factory
SR 1114 Buckhorn Road

Pedestrian Crossing Tracks

Crash and Traffic Data
Crash data from NCDOT and the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) was analyzed from 1978 to 2016.
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NS Crossings
Total #
# of
of
Fatalities
Crashes

# of
Injuries

PDO

3

0

3

0

4

0

1

3

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

8

2

1

5

4

0

3

1

3

1

0

2

3

4

0

0

•

NCDOT Division 7 Highways recently conducted an
intersection diagnostics analysis pertaining to the signalized
intersection of NC 119 (5th Street) and Washington Street and
US 70. The analysis identified short terms improvements for
the signal operations and vehicle queueing along 5th Street.
Recently, NCDOT Division removed the advanced stop lines
And re-stripped the intersection of 5th Street and Washington
Street with a “Do not block intersection” marking (along with
signage). Prior to the TSS study, results showed minimal
improvements due to the continuous left turn ability.

•
•

New signage and pavement markings were installed at
5th Street to warn and deter vehicles from stopping on
the tracks
All crossings have signals and gates
There is a need for improved pedestrian connectivity
between US 70 and Washington Street

Public Involvement
Public input involved establishing a Stakeholder Committee
and conducting a series of public meetings to gather
information and receive public comments on existing
conditions and feedback on proposed recommendations.
These recommendations include safety improvements,
pedestrian crossing enhancements, and possible closures at
existing street/rail grade crossings in the City of Mebane.

Further crash analysis was conducted at the intersections to
identify the types of accidents and the locations. As shown in
Figure 18, there is a high volume of accidents at the
intersection of 5th Street and Washington Street, relating to left
turn traffic crossing 5th Street or vehicles trying to cross 5th
Street.

Stakeholder Committee
A Stakeholder Committee was established in order to provide
critical input in reaching consensus on grade crossing
recommendations. The Stakeholders involved:

Capacity Analysis
The level of service (LOS) for each crossing was determined
based on computed values and the Highway Capacity Manual
procedures to determine the capacity of a crossing and identify
the type of improvement that would be needed. A traffic
analysis was performed to determine the operating
characteristics of the adjacent road network at NC 119 (5th
Street and US 70) due to the existing geometry.

City of Mebane
NCDOT Division of Highway 5 & 7
Burlington-Graham MPO
Durham-Chapel Hill – Carrboro
MPO
Alamance County School District
Norfolk Southern

Safety and Mobility Issues
Safety and mobility issues were considered at each crossing
based on roadway geometry, existing warning devices, and
behavior of users across the tracks. The following conditions
were observed:
• Vehicles were observed queuing over the tracks at 5th
Street

NCDOT Rail Division
NC Railroad
Alamance EMS
Alamance Chamber of
Commerce
Orange County School District
Orange County EMS

The Stakeholder Committee met during the course of this
study. The first meeting was held on August 4th, 2016 with
various city departments, emergency response providers, and
school district representatives to get their initial input for each
crossing.
A second Stakeholder Committee meeting was held on
February 16th, 2017 to present the various design concepts for
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improving the safety at the at-grade crossings and receive
feedback on preliminary concepts. The preliminary concepts
would be carried forward to a second Public Information
Workshop.

Citizens Informational Workshop #2
The second CIW was held on April 18th, 2017 at Mebane City
Hall. The workshop presented the various improvement
options for each crossing, provided explanation of how/why
the concepts were developed, and answered questions related
to the concept recommendations for improving six of the eight
rail crossings.

The third Stakeholder Committee meeting was held on June
14, 2017. The final recommendations were presented to the
committee for their approval to include in the report and
present to City Council. Discussions revolved around options
for 735 472D (NC 119/5th St). The committee recommended
moving forward the option that is found in Section G. Further
studies relating to the 735 141R (Buckhorn Rd) at-grade
crossing should coordinate with Orange County Planning
Department and the Interchange Analysis & Corridor Study for
Mattress Factory Road and any modifications to Buckhorn
Road related to that study.

The study team presented improvements for six of the eight
rail crossings, with two rail crossings identifying multiple
options for improvements. Two crossings recommended
median barriers and widening of crossing shoulders, one
crossing identified three different types of grade separation
options, one crossing with multiple intersection improvements,
and a crossing closure option, and two pedestrian grade
separated crossing options.

Citizens Informational Workshops
The Public Involvement program included two Citizen
Informational Workshops (CIWs).
These meetings are
summarized below.

Comments included utilization of elevators rather than ramps
at the pedestrian crossing options to reduce the footprint of the
improvements.

The first CIW was held on November 15th, 2016. Study team
members were available to introduce the Mebane Traffic
Separation Study, to answer questions related to the study,
and to receive comments to aid in developing
recommendations for improving the eight rail crossings.

City Council Presentation and Public Hearing
The TSS was presented to the City Council on September 11,
2017. The intent was to provide the council with a synopsis of
the study process, findings, and recommendations.
Council members were in full support of majority of the
recommendations. Though council members did convey their
concern about approving the closure of 4th Street at-grade
crossing and the design configuration of 5th Street at-grade
crossing. Council members believed that 4th Street should
remain open.

Primary concerns were with increased traffic along Holt Street
and reduced access to US 70 through the closing of Lake
Latham Road at-grade crossing. However, the closing of the
crossing is not part of the Traffic Separation Study, it is part of
the NC 119 Bypass (U-3109A). Additional concern revolved
around the traffic along the 5th Street at-grade crossing, as
well as the lack of pedestrian connectivity between
Washington Street and US 70.

As for 5th Street, council members agreed that combining the
through and right turn movements into a single lane, thus
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providing opportunity for constructing a sidewalk and reducing
the radius at the intersection with US 70 would be beneficial.
However, council members were concerned that the
mountable median barrier along 5th Street would impact travel
movements across Washington Street. Council members
believed that there was a significant movement across
Washington Street and by requiring drives to turn right on 5 th
Street would impact their ability to cross through town.
Their motion was to adopt the TSS recommendations except
for not closing 4th Street at-grade crossing. In addition, the
motion included approving, in concept, the 5th Street
recommendation but that further study and design coordination
with an on-going signal improvement project at 5th Street
evaluate a solution where the Washington Street/5th Street
intersection remains a full access intersection.
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Final Recommendations
Table ES-2 summarizes the recommended improvements for each of the crossings evaluated. The cost estimates presented below
are order-of-magnitude costs that do not include right of way acquisition (except for 735 141R), utility relocation, or construction
where railroad construction is required. It is further recommended that the City of Mebane and NCRR continue to work together to
install fencing along the railroad corridor through Mebane to direct pedestrians to the appropriate sidewalks at the at-grade crossings.
Table ES-2: Recommended Improvements
Cost Range

Crossing
Number

Street Name

Low

High

$43,000

$55,000

NA

NA

735 464L

SR 1940 – Gibson Road: Install median barriers and widen crossing shoulders

735 465T

SR 1976 – Lake Latham Road: No improvements recommended

735 468N

SR 1965 – Moore Road: Install median barriers and widen crossing shoulders

$49,000

$62,000

735 496V

SR 1962 – S 3rd Street: Widen the existing at-grade crossing shoulder six (6) feet on each side to
provide a safer pedestrian connection across the railroad corridor

$31,000

$39,000

735 471W

4th Street: Recommendations are tied to 5th Street Crossing improvements

NA

NA

$74,000

$94,000

NA

NA

5th

Street/4th

735 474S

NC 119 Street: Improve the geometry at the crossing and intersection with US 70.
Eliminate northbound dedicated right turn lane onto US 70 and improve the curve radii for vehicle
turning movements. Install mountable median along 5th Street with a pedestrian refuge and an
asphalt path to connect sidewalks on the eastern side of crossing to improve pedestrian
connectivity. Install cross walks on the south and east segments of Washington St/5th Street
intersection. During final design, further analysis will be conducted to determine if sidewalks could
be installed on the western side of 5th Street.
SR 1402 - Mattress Factory: No improvements recommended

735 141R*

SR 1114 - Buckhorn Road: Construct a grade separation over the railroad corridor

$5,900,000

$7,500,000

Pedestrian
Crossing
Pedestrian
Crossing

Near First Street – underpass

$2,700,000

$3,400,000

Near Second Street - overpass

$3,700,000

$4,700,000

Fencing

Within Downtown Mebane

$60,000

$120,000

735 472D

6

Figure 1 – Mebane TSS Project Limits
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as any planned or programmed railroad and roadway
improvements within the study area.

A. INTRODUCTION

A Traffic Separation Study typically includes:
• Identifying existing safety concerns
• Enhancing railroad and vehicular safety
• Maintaining citizen mobility

Every year more than 450 persons are killed and nearly 500
injured nationwide as a result of crashes between vehicles and
trains. According to statistics from North Carolina Department
of Transportation, there are 4,025 public crossings in North
Carolina. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) reports
that in 2015, over 2,000 incidents were reported at railroad
crossings nationwide, and over 230 rail crossing fatalities
occurred.

This study also evaluated a pedestrian underpass within the
vicinity of downtown Mebane in order to improve the
pedestrian connectivity between US 70 and Washington
Street.

Traditionally, the North Carolina Department of Transportation
(NCDOT) uses a Traffic Separation Study (TSS) to
systematically review crossing safety. Traffic Separation
Studies comprehensively evaluate traffic patterns and road
usage for an entire municipality or region, determining the
need for improving and/or eliminating public at-grade
crossings. They have completed these types of studies in both
small and large communities throughout the state. The
purpose of the TSS is to determine the need for improvements
and/or elimination of public at-grade crossings to improve
safety and mobility for motorists, rail passengers, and train
crews. These studies are one of the comprehensive programs
to improve rail-crossing safety administered by NCDOT, the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the Federal
Railroad Administration (FRA).

The Traffic Separation Study process has three phases:
1. Preliminary Phase
The NCDOT, Norfolk Southern and the City of Mebane
contractually agreed to make a “best” effort to approve and
implement improvements identified by the study.
An
engineering consultant was then selected.
2. Study Phase
The engineering consultant evaluated the existing crossing
conditions, average daily traffic (both trains and vehicles) and
socio-economic impact of potential closings for all public
crossings
within
the
study
area,
and
prepared
recommendations for NCDOT and local officials to review.

NCDOT entered into a Municipal Agreement with the City of
Mebane and Norfolk Southern Railway (NS) to prepare this
TSS, focusing on eight existing at-grade roadway-railroad
crossings along a 5-mile span: Buckhorn Road, Mattress
Factory, 5th Street, 4th Street, 3rd Street, Moore Road, Lake
Latham Road, and Gibson Road. The study evaluated the
Norfolk Southern rail line crossing these eight streets, as well

Through the evaluation process, the study identified needs for
improvements. Those recommendations are typically broken
into three categories, Short-term, mid-term, and long-term
based on order-of-magnitude costs, complexity and available
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funding. The possible recommended improvements and
timeframes are described below.

officials, and oversight of project implementation. City staff
typically assists with project development, utility relocation and
right of way acquisition, if needed. City staff and associated
MPO’s make recommendations for the projects to be included
in the STI.

Short-term recommendations (within two to five years) include
improvements that range from:
• Installation of flashing lights and gates
• Enhanced devices such as four-quadrant gates and
longer gate arms
• Installation of concrete or rubber crossings
• Implement at-grade crossing closures
• Installation of median barriers
• Improved pavement markings
• Installation of roadway approach modifications and
crossings realignments
• Relocations of existing crossings to safer locations
Mid-term recommendations (five to eight years) include
improvements ranging from:
• Installation of grade separations
• Implement new connector roads
• Construct roadway realignments
• Implement at-grade crossing closures
Long-term recommendations (more than 8 years) include
improvements that require longer-term planning/funding
ranging from:
• Installation of grade separations
• Implement new connector roads
• Construct roadway realignments
3. Implementation Process
If applicable, funding sources for improvements are identified,
project agreements are developed between funding partners,
which identify responsibilities for project design, crossing
closure coordination with railroad and state highway and local
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B. DATA COLLECTION
TABLE B-1
Data Item
Crossing Number
Street or Route
Railroad Company
Railroad Milepost
Existing Warning Devices
Vehicle Traffic

The information included in Table B-1 was gathered for each
grade crossing in order to evaluate the crossing conditions in
terms of traffic and safety.
The data summary sheets for each crossing are located in the
following pages, along with photographs for each crossing.
Average Daily Traffic data was collected in the Fall of 2016 in
order to gauge the level of traffic on 3rd Street, 4th Street and
5th Street. The traffic data was broken down into the number of
trips heading northbound and southbound, as well as
percentage of dual axle vehicles and Truck Tractor SemiTrailer (TTST).

24 hour train volumes
Accident History
Truck Route
Transit Route
School Bus Route (Yes/No)
Crossing Surface and
Condition
Land Use
Redundant Crossing (Yes/No)

For 5th Street, the Average Daily Traffic (ADT) for 2016 was
just over 12,000 vehicles per day (vpd). There is a high
volume of through movements on 5th Street crossing the
tracks. SR 1114 (Buckhorn Road) has the second highest ADT
at just over 8,000 vpd.

Humped Crossing
Crossing Geometry
Need for Enhanced Warning
devices
Feasibility of Roadway
Improvements

The following pages depict the current US DOT Crossing
Inventory and photos of each crossing from all angles.
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Source
NCDOT Rail
NCDOT Rail
NCDOT Rail
NCDOT Rail
Site Inspection
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff
/NCDOT
FRA Inventory Forms
Accident Reports (NCDOT &
FRA)
NA
NA
Alamance County Schools
Site Inspection
Site Inspection
Site Inspection
Site Inspection
Site Inspection
Site Inspection and accident
history
Site Inspection and
engineering judgment

Figure 2 – SR 1940 Gibson Road (735 464L), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 3 – SR 1940 Gibson Road (735 464L), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking East

Looking West
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Figure 4 – SR 1976 Lake Latham Road (735 465T), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 5 – SR 1976 Lake Latham Road (735 465T), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking East

Looking West
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Figure 6 – SR 1965 Moore Road (735 468N), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 7 – SR 1965 Moore Road (735 468N), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking East

Looking West
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Figure 8 – SR 1962 3rd Street (735 469V), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 9 – SR 1962 3rd Street (735 496V), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking East

Looking West
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Figure 10 – 4th Street (735 471W), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 11 – 4th Street (735 471W), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking West

Looking East
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Figure 12 – NC 119 5th Street (735 472D), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 13 – NC 119 5th Street (735 472D), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking West

Looking East
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Figure 14 – SR 1402 Mattress Factory Road (735 474S), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 15 – SR 1402 Mattress Factory Road (735 474S), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking East

Looking West
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Figure 16 – SR 1114 Buckhorn Road (735 141R), Crossing Inventory
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Figure 17 – SR 1114 Buckhorn Road (735 141R), Photos of Directional Views

Looking North

Looking South

Looking West

Looking East
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C. CROSSING ANALYSIS
TABLE C-1 – Exposure Index
1. Exposure Index
NCDOT uses an exposure index as one indicator to determine
if a grade separation structure is warranted at street/rail grade
crossings. The exposure index is calculated by multiplying the
number of trains per day by the number of vehicles per day
that use the crossing. As a general rule, grade separations
should be considered in RURAL areas when the exposure
index is 15,000 or more. In URBAN areas grade separations
should be considered when the exposure index is 30,000 or
more. Other factors that need to be considered in the
feasibility of grade separations are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

735 471W

NS Crossings
Street Name
Trains
per Day
SR 1940 – Gibson
16
Road
SR 1976 – Lake
16
Latham Road
SR 1965 – Moore
16
Road
SR 1962 – S 3rd
16
Street
4th Street
16

735 472D

NC 119 - 5th Street

Crossing
No.
735 464L
735 465T
735 468N
735 496V

Accident history
Topography
Adjacent land use
Geometric designs
Construction impacts
Costs

2014
ADT
2,304
1,381
766
4,546

Exposure
Index
36864
22096
12256
72736

856

13696

16

12,193

195088

735 474S

SR 1402 - Mattress
Factory

16

2,109

735 141R

SR 1114 - Buckhorn
Road

16

8,039

33744
128624

2. Train Operations
The primary users of the NCRR Corridor through Mebane, NC
include Amtrak and Norfolk Southern Corporation. Currently
there are 6 passenger trains (Carolinian and Piedmont) daily
serving 12 cities provided by Amtrak. Norfolk Southern
Corporation operates regularly scheduled freight train service
(8 freight trains daily).

The exposure index was calculated for each of the six
crossings (see Table D-1) using the following formula.
EI = N x ADT
Where:
EI = NCDOT Rail Division’s Exposure Index
N = Number of Trains per Day
ADT = Average Daily Traffic at at-grade
crossing

3. Delay Analysis
Level of Service is a measure of the operational efficiency of
the street/rail grade crossing.
It is determined using
procedures from the Highway Capacity Manual procedures.
Level of service is expressed as a letter ranging from A (free
flowing) to F (severely congested) and is determined using the
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average delay for all vehicles. Table C-2 summarizes the
average delay and corresponding level of service.

TABLE C-2 - LOS
Level of Service
Avg. Delay/Vehicle (seconds)
A
10.0
B
>10.0 to 15.0
C
>15.0 to 25.0
D
>25.0 to 35.0
E
>35.0 to 50.0
F
>50.0
The delay calculations are based on the methodology
developed for the Proposed Conrail Acquisition Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) by the Surface
Transportation Board’s Sections of Environmental Analysis
(SEA) and modified as needed for this project.
The following values were calculated for existing and future
conditions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blocked crossing time per train
Event time
Average delay per day
Maximum vehicle queue
Total stopped vehicle delay per day
Average delay for all vehicles
Traffic level of service (LOS)

The level of service (LOS) for each crossing was determined
based on these computed values and the Highway Capacity
Manual procedures. Table C-3 summarizes the delay and
LOS results for the existing conditions.
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TABLE C-3 – Delay and LOS

Number Vehicles
Delayed/Day VD

Max. Peak Hr. Queue
(veh/lane) Q

Average Delay
/Stopped Veh.
(mins) Davg

3.20

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

2.54

82.85

65

5

1.27

4.31

A

SR 1976 –
Lake Latham
Road

1

1,381

1.92

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

2.43

45.23

37

3

1.21

3.93

A

SR 1965 –
Moore Road

1

766

1.06

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

2.36

23.63

20

2

1.18

3.70

A

1

4,546

6.31

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

2.88

209.27

145

10

1.44

5.52

A

1

856

1.19

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

2.37

26.63

23

2

1.18

3.73

A

SR 1962 – S
3rd Street

LOS

Total Stopped
Vehicle Delay Per
Day (min/day) DT

2,304

Avg. Delay/Veh. In
Secs. (All Vehicles)
DV

Event (Queue) Time
(min) Te

1

Crossing Blockage
Time (min) Tc

Train Length (ft)

SR 1940 –
Gibson Road

No. Lanes (one-way
direction)

Train Speed
(miles/hr)

735 471W

Trains per day

735 496V

Departure Rate

735 468N

Arrival Rate
(Veh/Min) 2x uniform

735 465T

ADT

735 464L

Street Name

Crossing No.

NS Crossings Capacity Analysis

4th Street

735 472D

NC 119 - 5th
Street

2

12,193

16.93

60

16

45

9,000

2.27

5.22

1844.75

707

14

2.61

18.16

C

735 474S

SR 1402 Mattress
Factory

1

2,109

2.93

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

2.52

74.33

59

5

1.26

4.23

A

SR 1114 Buckhorn Road

1

8,039

11.17

30

16

45

9,000

2.27

3.62

585.26

323

18

1.81

8.74

A

735 141R
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4. Crash Analysis
TABLE C-4 – Crash Summary
At-Grade Crossings
Crossing
No.

At least thirty crashes have occurred in the corridor since the
1970’s. Only two vehicular crashes have occurred in the past
ten years, and only one of those involved injuries. Table C-4
summarizes the accident data.

735 464L

Crashes are summarized using the following classifications:

735 465T

➢ Fatality
➢ Injury
➢ PDO – property damage only

735 468N
735 496V
735 471W

NCDOT Division 7 Highways recently conducted an
intersection diagnostics analysis pertaining to the signalized
intersection of NC 119 (5th Street) and Washington Street and
US 70. The analysis identified short term improvements for the
signal operations and vehicle queueing along 5th Street.
Recently, NCDOT Division removed the advanced stop lines
And re-stripped the intersection of 5th Street and Washington
Street with a “Do not block intersection” marking (along with
signage). Prior to the TSS study, results of those stripping
improvements showed minimal improvements due to the
continuous left turn ability onto Washington Street.

735 472D
735 474S
735 141R

Street Name

SR 1940 –
Gibson Road
SR 1976 – Lake
Latham Road
SR 1965 –
Moore Road
SR 1962 – S 3rd
Street
4th Street
NC 119 - 5th
Street
SR 1402 Mattress
Factory
SR 1114 Buckhorn Road

Pedestrian Crossing Tracks

Recently, NCDOT Division 7 conducted a crash analysis at the
intersections to identify the types of accidents and at which
locations. As shown in Figure 18, there is a high volume of
accidents at the intersection of 5th Street and Washington
Street, relating to left turn traffic crossing 5th Street or vehicles
trying to cross 5th Street.
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NS Crossings
Total #
# of
of
Fatalities
Crashes

# of
Injuries

PDO

3

0

3

0

4

0

1

3

2

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

1

1

8

2

1

5

4

0

3

1

3

1

0

2

3

4

0

0

Figure 18 – NC 119 & SR 1958 Crash Analysis
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5. Future Highway Projects
One project is listed in the current NCDOT 2016-2025 State
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). U-3109A – NC
199 Bypass. This project is currently in the final design phase
and will be located within the western portion of the study
area. The project will construct a grade separation over the
railroad corridor, Holt Road, and US 70, thus closing the
existing Lake Latham Road at-grade crossing. Access will be
provided to US 70 via interchange on the north side of US 70.
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D. SAFETY AND MOBILITY ISSUES
TABLE D-1 – At-Grade Crossings within 75 feet of Parallel
Roadway

There are several methods available to enhance railroadcrossing safety. This chapter discusses some of these
methods in more detail.

Crossing
No.

1. Vehicles Queuing across Railroad Tracks
The presence of nearby traffic signals, intersections, or parallel
roadways can result in queues of stopped vehicles extending
onto or across a street/rail crossing. As such, vehicles may
then queue over the railroad tracks when the tracks are near
parallel roadways, especially when vehicles on the road
across the railroad tracks are required to stop at a stop sign or
traffic signal. All study crossings have “Do Not Stop On
Tracks” and/or “Stop Here When Flashing” signs, as
appropriate. In several locations where the railroad tracks are
close to the adjacent signalized intersection, the stop bar with
a “Stop Here On Red” sign is behind the railroad tracks. The
intent of this design is to discourage drivers from queuing over
the railroad tracks when stopped at the traffic signal.

Street Name

Approx.
Distance

Adjacent
Roadway

FourQuad
Gates

735 465T

SR 1976 – Lake
Latham Road

85 feet

US 70

Yes

735 468N

SR 1965 –
Moore Road

73 feet

US 70

No

735 496V

SR 1962 – S 3rd
Street

63 feet

US 70

No

735 471W

4th Street

63 feet

US 70

No

735 472D

NC 119 - 5th
Street

63 feet

US 70

Yes

2. Traffic Signal Preemption
Standard practice (based on The Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices) requires that traffic signals located within 200
feet of a street/rail at-grade crossing be coordinated with the
crossing’s train detection and warning system to preempt
normal operations of the traffic signal. 3rd Street, 4th Street,
and 5th Street currently have signal preemption with the NS rail
line.

If vehicles are queued over the tracks when the train is
approaching, they may become trapped by the vehicles in
front of them and behind them, and become unable to exit
from between the gates. Where four quadrant gate systems
are installed, the gates are timed to allow vehicles to clear the
crossing prior to both gates coming down; however, if vehicles
are queued up, this may cause a vehicle to become trapped
between gates. The table below identifies the location of fourquad gate systems. Traffic signals are often coordinated with
the train signals to allow all vehicles to clear the tracks before
the train arrives. Table D.1 lists the study crossings that are
within 75 feet of a parallel roadway and which one’s contain
four quadrant gates.

3. Humped Crossings
A “humped” crossing exists where the elevation of the railroad
is significantly higher than the crossing roadway, causing
vehicles to ascend on one side of the tracks and descend on
the other. The severity of this condition can range from
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discomfort at normal speeds, to “bottoming out” of vehicles
with long wheelbases or low clearances. This dragging can
damage vehicles, or cause them to become stuck on the
crossing, creating a serious hazard.
Routine track
maintenance tends to exacerbate the problem over time, as
track ballast work typically adds about three inches per
occurrence. Over a ten-year period, the railroad may rise as
much as one foot as a result of this routine maintenance.

During the field analysis, there were no signs of vehicles
circumventing the gates when a train was approaching. There
were also no signs (tire tracks, disturbed ground) of vehicles
previously circumventing the gates.

Crest vertical curves across the tracks that do not create a
need for the driver to reduce speed are not considered to be a
humped profile. The combination of short crest and sag
vertical curves caused by a buildup of the ballast and raising of
the track create a need to reduce speed across the crossing.
The following crossing has a slight humped profile: 5th Street.
4. Grade Crossing Condition
A poor grade crossing surface can result in a rough, uneven
ride. This can increase wear and tear on vehicles, potentially
create a traffic safety hazard, and may add to congestion by
reducing travel speeds. The crossing materials used on these
grade crossings include asphalt, concrete slab, and rubber.
Even though some materials provide a slightly improved ride
and longer term maintenance, the main safety issue is the
condition of the crossing. None of the crossings have surfaces
that are deemed to be in poor condition.
5. Vehicles Driving Around Automated Gates
Several situations can lead to the circumvention of automated
gates by motorists:

•
•
•

Gates are lowered, but no train is visible
Gates fail, and remain in the lowered position
Gates are lowered and train is visible, but motorist is too
impatient to wait
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traffic volumes and speeds are low, and where sight distance
is adequate.

E. SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT OPTIONS
1. Grade Separation Structures

NCDOT Rail and Norfolk Southern have been using advanced
crossing protection devices on the main line from Raleigh to
Charlotte since 1995. These devices are most appropriate
where high-volume multi-lane roadways cross railroad main
lines, and where significant numbers of motorists are ignoring
or circumventing existing warning devices.

Many factors must be considered before suggesting grade
separation, including:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic volumes (both vehicle and train)
Accident history
Topography
Adjacent land use
Construction impacts
Costs

Active devices that warn motorists of approaching trains
include flashing lights, bells, and automated gates. Such
devices are usually employed at locations exhibiting higher
volumes or speeds, or greater potential for accidents.

Some of these factors apply to Buckhorn Road, suggesting the
potential need for grade separating Buckhorn Road. A grade
separation is already programmed for Lake Latham Road.

a. Gates and Signals
Gates and signals are mainly installed where trains travel
at 25 miles per hour or more. They are electronic warning
devices for road vehicles at railroad grade crossings with
flashing red lights, a crossbuck and a bell. The gates are
typically activated and fully lowered before the train arrives.
The gates will rise or the signals will shut off once the end
of the train clears the island circuit. All of the crossings
within the study area have gates and signals.

2. Crossing Protection Device Upgrades
The most common and
cost-effective way to
increase the safety at a
railway crossing is to
upgrade existing warning
devices at the crossing.
Typical warning devices
include signs, gate arms,
flashing lights and bells.
Passive devices, such as
advanced warning signs
Example of gates, signs and
and crossbucks, merely
flashing lights
warn the motorist of the
existence of a railroad
crossing. These devices are most suitable where train and

b. Median Separators
Median separators consist of
markers mounted on raised
islands along the roadway
centerline to discourage
motorists from driving in
opposing travel lanes to
avoid lowered gates. Where
markers are not preferred, a
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Example of Median Barriers

4-foot median can be constructed with an 8-inch curb,
which allows for landscaping. Median treatments typically
extend 70 feet to 100 feet back from the gates, but may be
precluded by driveways or intersecting roads within this
distance.

e. Roadway Improvements
Roadway improvements can reduce both accident potential
and traffic delay at railroad crossings. Realignment and regrading can improve visibility and reduce the time required to
traverse a crossing. Additional lanes significantly increase
capacity, reducing the residual delay following a crossing
event.
New roadways can provide alternative routes,
allowing crossings to occur at more desirable locations, and
potentially eliminate the number of crossing trips.

c. Four-Quadrant Gates
Four-quadrant
gate
treatments
involve
gate arms on both
approaches
and
departures of the
roadway.
This
restricts vehicles from
being able to drive
around the approach
gate arms, completely
"sealing" the crossing. Example of four-quadrant gate
Several measures are Gate
employed to prevent vehicles from becoming “trapped”
inside the gates, including careful timing of the gates to
allow traffic to clear; providing 16 feet of clearance
between track center and gates; leaving adequate space
between gate tips for a vehicle to “squeeze” out; and use
of breakaway arms. 5th Street is only crossing that has
four-quadrant gates within the study area.

f. Traffic Signals
Traffic signals are not specifically intended as warning
devices at railroad crossings. However, when a street/rail
grade crossing is located near a signalized intersection
(typically within 200 feet), special steps should be taken to
insure that vehicles do not get trapped on the tracks due to
queues resulting from an adjacent street intersection’s red
signal. The normal sequence of traffic signal indications
should be preempted by the approach of a train, eliminating
the possibility of entrapment due to conflicting traffic and
railroad crossing signals. Ideally, the preempted signal
phasing should be designed to allow non-conflicting
movements to proceed during a train crossing, thereby
minimizing overall traffic delay. 3rd Street, 4th Street and 5th
Street have signal pre-emption installed due to their close
proximity to US 70.

d. Remote Video Detection
g. Crossing Consolidation & Elimination

The Crossing Law Enforcement and Research of (CLEAR)
Violations program employs video cameras to monitor
selected crossings. The recordings provide information on
crossing operations, violations, and accidents for both
enforcement and research purposes.

Crossing consolidations eliminate the potential for
train/vehicle collisions. Crossing-related installation and
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•

maintenance costs are reduced, and concentrates traffic at
fewer, higher-volume crossings.
Redundant low-volume crossings can be unnecessary due
to the availability of alternative access across the tracks.
Train volumes, geometry, and safety are factors that are
considered when identifying potential crossing closures.

j. Grade Separation
Grade-separated crossings eliminate the potential for
train/vehicle collisions while maintaining vehicular and
pedestrian access across the railroad tracks. Railroad
overpasses of highways require approximately 17 feet of
vertical clearance, and highway overpasses of railroad
tracks require approximately 23 feet of clearance. Sight
distance requirements on the overpass vertical curves
generally result in long approaches, which can create
adjacent property access and connectivity issues. In
addition, visual and noise impacts associated with
overpasses can negatively affect neighborhoods or historic
areas.

Therefore, consolidation and closure of these minor
crossings is an effective strategy in terms of both costs and
safety benefits. A crossing is considered redundant (and
therefore a candidate for elimination) if it is within a
reasonable distance of another crossing connected to the
same street network. Crossings with high potential for
elimination include:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Complex crossings that cannot be effectively served by
warning devices due to multiple tracks, extensive
switching operations, etc.

Crossings with relatively low traffic volumes where
alternative access is reasonably available.
Redundant crossings near parallel crossings or grade
separations, or where traffic can be safely and
efficiently diverted to another crossing;
Skewed crossings, or those where sight distance is
limited by horizontal/vertical curvature, vegetation, or
permanent obstructions;
Crossings with a history of accidents;
Crossings adjacent to a newly constructed crossing or
grade separation;
Private crossings with no identifiable owner, or where
the owner is unwilling or unable to fund crossing
upgrades (and where alternative access is reasonably
available); Since NCDOT does not currently have
jurisdiction over private crossings; closing of these
crossings is determined by the railroad and property
owner if identified.

Crossings with a history of crashes, humped crossings
(topography challenges), high vehicular volumes, and an
exposure rating that exceeds the standard are locations
where grade separations should be considered.
As grade separations are considered, topography, adjacent
land uses, construction costs, and impacts need to be
thoroughly vetted. The cost of grade separation can be
significantly reduced in situations where the topography
facilitates a highway overpass due to the need for relatively
minimal earthwork or right-of-way requirements. With
challenging site constraints, it may be necessary to adjust
roadway and railroad grades to facilitate an acceptable
grade separation. Likewise, grade separations may not be
feasible in heavily developed areas such as central business
or historic districts. Right-of-Way costs or socio-economic
impacts associated with the potential loss of businesses and
jobs can result in an unfavorable cost-benefit ratio for the
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project. New bridges also have the potential to relocate a
large number of people and/or disrupt neighborhoods.
The impacts associated with the construction of new gradeseparated crossings can be substantial and can include
visual, noise, and access degradation and the relocation of
dwellings or businesses. Environmental features like
wetlands or woodlands, historical and archaeological sites,
and the presence of hazardous materials can also pose
considerable challenges. Finally, grade separations are
significant long term infrastructure investments. A detailed
feasibility study, including a cost benefit analysis, is required
before a grade separation is implemented.
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feedback on concepts. The concepts would be carried forward
to a second Public Information Workshop.

F. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
A Public Involvement program was established as part of this
study.

The third Stakeholder Committee meeting was held on June
14, 2017. The final recommendations were presented to the
committee for their approval to include in the report and
present to City Council. Discussions revolved around options
for 735 472D (NC 119/5th St). The committee recommended
moving forward the option that is found in Section G. Further
studies relating to the 735 141R (Buckhorn Rd) at-grade
crossing should coordinate with Orange County Planning
Department and the Interchange Analysis & Corridor Study for
Mattress Factory Road and any modifications to Buckhorn
Road related to that study.

The program involved:
•
•

Two Stakeholder Committee Meetings
Two Public Informational Workshops (PIWs)

A Stakeholder Committee was established to provide critical
input in reaching consensus on grade crossing
recommendations. The Stakeholder Committee met three
times during the course of this study. The first meeting was
held on June 10th with various city departments, local
neighborhood associations, emergency response, and school
district representatives.

Citizen Informational Workshops
The Citizen Involvement program included two Public
Informational Workshops (CIWs). These meetings are
summarized below.

The Stakeholders included the following:
Citizen Informational Workshop #1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NCDOT Rail Division
Norfolk Southern
NCDOT Division 7
City of Mebane
Burlington-Graham MPO
Durham-Chapel Hill-Carrboro MPO
City of Mebane Fire Department
City of Mebane Police Department
Alamance County Schools

The first CIW was held on November 15th. Study team
members were available to introduce the Mebane Traffic
Separation Study, to answer questions related to the study,
and to receive comments to aid in developing
recommendations for improving the eight rail crossings.
During the workshop, attendees were asked questions relating
to the frequency of use per at-grade crossings as a motorist
and as a pedestrian. This information provided insight on how
the residents utilized the roadway network to traverse through
the City. Responses are found in the following two graphs.

A second Stakeholder Committee meeting was held on
February 16th to present that various design concepts for
improving the safety at the at-grade crossings and receive
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Citizen Informational Workshop #2
The second CIW was held on April 18th, 2017 at Mebane City
Hall. The workshop presented the various improvement
options for each crossing, provided explanation onto how/why
the concepts were developed, and answered questions related
to the concept recommendations for improving the six of the
eight rail crossings.
The study team presented improvements for six of the eight
rail crossings, with two rail crossings identifying multiple
options for improvements. Two crossings recommended
median barriers and widening of crossing shoulders, one
crossing identified three different types of grade separation
options, one crossing with multiple intersection improvements,
and a crossing closure option, and two pedestrian grade
separated crossing options.
Comments revolved around utilizing elevators and not ramps
at the pedestrian crossing options in order to reduce the
footprint. One other common theme was 5th Street Option 3
was preferred, though recommended closing 4th Street atgrade crossing. The graph below provides a summary of the
preferred recommendations per the four most discussed
crossings the second public information workshop.

Residents of area neighborhoods were primarily concerned
with increased traffic along Holt Street and reduced access to
US 70 through the closing of Lake Latham Road at-grade
crossing. The closing of the crossing is part of the NC 119
Bypass (U-3109A). Concern revolved around the traffic along
the 5th Street at-grade crossing, as well as the lack of
pedestrian connectivity between Washington Street and US
70.
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believed that there was a significant movement across
Washington Street and by requiring drives to turn right on 5th
Street would impact their ability to cross through town.
Their motion was to adopt the TSS recommendations except
for not closing 4th Street at-grade crossing. In addition, the
motion included approving, in concept, the 5th Street
recommendation but that further study and design coordination
with an on-going signal improvement project at 5th Street
evaluate a solution where the Washington Street/5th Street
intersection remains a full access intersection.

City of Mebane Council
The TSS was presented to the City Council on September 11,
2017. The intent was to provide the council with a synopsis of
the study process, findings, and recommendations.
Council members were in full support of majority of the
recommendations. Though council members did convey their
concern about approving the closure of 4th Street at-grade
crossing and the design configuration of 5th Street at-grade
crossing. Council members believed that 4th Street should
remain open.
As for 5th Street, council members agreed that combining the
through and right turn movements into a single lane, thus
providing opportunity for constructing a sidewalk and reducing
the radius at the intersection with US 70 would be beneficial.
However, council members were concerned that the
mountable median barrier along 5th Street would impact travel
movements across Washington Street. Council members
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G. RECOMMENDATIONS
Street/Rail Grade Crossing Recommendations

With the projected increase in both passenger and freight rail
traffic, there is a need to focus attention to the safety of this
corridor. Recommendations were identified for improvements
to eight at-grade crossings in the City of Mebane to provide
safer and improved mobility on and adjacent to the rail corridor
for all forms of traffic. The corridor is also part of the Southeast
High Speed Rail Corridor, and NCDOT Rail Division has
committed to enhancing the operations of passenger rail
service by upgrading the rail corridor for increased passenger
train operations and speeds. It will be important for the City of
Mebane and NCRR work together in installing fencing along
the rail corridor through the downtown. This would facilitate
and direct pedestrians to the appropriate sidewalks at at-grade
crossings as a safe crossing movement.

This section describes the recommendations for the eight atgrade crossings. The primary objective of these improvements
is to provide guidance to the local and state agencies on the
mechanisms that could trigger the need for further evaluation
and design. The following figures illustrate the various options
at each crossing.
Financial Guidance
The at-grade crossing improvements will most likely be funded
through either State or Federal funding, however the
pedestrian grade separations would not be eligible.
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A. SR 1940 – Gibson Road (Crossing # 735 464L, MP H0034.11)
1. Short-Term
Crossing to continue to operate as an at-grade crossing and install median barriers and widen crossing shoulders. The
widened shoulder is also intended to provide additional width for projected truck traffic.
The 2014 annual daily traffic (ADT) at this crossing is 2,304.
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Figure 19: SR 1940 – Gibson Road (Crossing # 735 464L) Recommendations
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B. SR 1976 – Lake Latham Road (Crossing # 735 465T, MP H0029.83)
1. Short-Term
Continue to operate the crossing as an at-grade crossing.
2. Long-Term
Existing at-grade crossing will be closed once the NC 119 Bypass (NCDOT Project U-3109) is constructed.
The 2014 ADT is 1,381.
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Figure 20: SR 1976 – Lake Latham Road (Crossing # 735 465T) Recommendation
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C. SR 1965 – Moore Road (Crossing # 735 468N, MP H0030.69)
1. Short-Term
Crossing to continue to operate as an at-grade crossing and install median barriers and widen crossing shoulders. The
widened shoulder is also intended to provide a safer pedestrian connection across the railroad corridor at this crossing.
The 2014 ADT is 766.
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Figure 21: SR 1956 – Moore Road (Crossing # 735 468N) Recommendation
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D. SR 1962 3rd Street (Crossing # 735 496V, MP H0031.46)
1. Short-Term
Crossing to continue to operate as an at-grade crossing. Widen the existing at-grade crossing shoulder six (6) feet on each
side to provide a safer pedestrian connection across the railroad corridor. The widened shoulder will provide the pedestrian
connection that is needed within the downtown of Mebane. This will also connect to the intersection improvements at 3rd
Street and Washington Street, and the existing sidewalk network in downtown Mebane.
The 2014 ADT is 4,546.
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Figure 22: SR 1962 – 3rd Street (Crossing # 735 486V) Recommendation
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E. 4th Street (Crossing # 735 471W, MP 0031.56)
1. Short-Term
Crossing to remain open. The existing crossing would continue to operate as an at-grade crossing. Widen the existing atgrade crossing shoulder six (6) feet on each side to provide a safer pedestrian connection across the railroad corridor. The
widened shoulder will provide the pedestrian connection that is needed within the downtown of Mebane due to the numerous
pedestrian fatalities with trains. This will also connect to the intersection improvements at 4th Street and Washington Street,
and the existing sidewalk network in downtown Mebane.
The 2014 ADT is 856.
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Figure 23: 4th Street (Crossing # 735 471W) Recommendation
See Figure 24 (5th Street)
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F. NC 119 – 5th Street (Crossing # 735 472D, MP H0031.64)
Results from the crash analysis at the intersections identified a high volume of accidents at the intersection of 5th Street and
Washington Street relating to left turn traffic crossing 5th Street or vehicles trying to cross 5th Street. Various scenarios were
evaluated and designed.
1. Short-Term
The recommendation includes installing mountable medians, with a pedestrian refuge along 5th Street from the at-grade
crossing south of Washington Street and along Washington Street west of 5th Street. The mountable median along 5th
Street would eliminate the left turn conflicts and through movements from Washington Street to eliminate majority of the
accidents at that location.
5th Street would continue to operate as an at-grade crossing but also improve the geometry at the crossing and intersection
with US 70. Eliminate the northbound dedicated right turn lane onto US 70 to increase the curve radii for vehicle turning
movements. Install asphalt path to connect sidewalks on the eastern side of crossing to improve pedestrian connectivity.
Install cross walks on the south and east segments of Washington St/5th Street intersection.
4th Street crossing would remain open. The existing crossing would continue to operate as an at-grade crossing. Widen
the existing at-grade crossing shoulder six (6) feet on each side to provide a safer pedestrian connection across the
railroad corridor. The widened shoulder will provide the pedestrian connection that is needed within the downtown of
Mebane due to the numerous pedestrian fatalities with trains. This will also connect to the intersection improvements at 4th
Street and Washington Street, and the existing sidewalk network in downtown Mebane.
The 2014 ADT is 12,193.
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Figure 24: NC 119 – 5th Street (Crossing # 735 472D) Recommendation
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Figure 25: Example of a Mountable Concrete/Asphalt Median that could be installed on 5th Street

*Type of and aesthetic design of mountable median will be determined during the design phase, when funded.
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Figure 26: NC 119 – 5th Street (Crossing # 735 472D) – Exhibit depicting if sidewalks could be installed on the western side of 5th
Street, which would require eliminating one of the two southbound travel lanes on Fifth Street.
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Figure 27: NC 119 – 5th Street (Crossing # 735 472D) – Other Concepts Evaluated but not Selected
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G. SR 1402 – Mattress Factory Road (Crossing # 735 474S, MP H0032.79)
1. Short-Term
Continue to operate the crossing as an at-grade crossing.
2. Long-Term
None
The 2014 ADT is 2,109.
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Figure 28: SR 1402 – Mattress Factory Road (Crossing # 735 474S) Recommendation
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H. SR 1114 – Buckhorn Road (Crossing # 735 141R, MP H0034.11)
1. Short-Term
Continue to operate the crossing as an at-grade crossing.
2. Long-Term
Grade-separate Buckhorn Road by building a roadway bridge over the tracks (this includes three (3) grade separated
options). These options depict an ability to construct a grade separation while limiting surrounding impacts. As funding is
secured for this improvement, these three options, along with other potential options will be developed and evaluated during
the NEPA process. These options are intended to be concepts only for the ability to develop order-of-magnitude costs in
order to assist in identification of funding sources.
As the recommendation of grade separating Buckhorn Road moves forward, it will be important to continue to collaborate and
coordinate with the Orange County Interchange Analysis and Corridor Study. This study has identified the need to extend
Industrial Drive to the east. Continued coordination in future roadway networks, connections with existing intersections, and
interchange ramp modifications should occur to ensure proper planning and design.
The 2014 ADT is 8,039.
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Figure 29: SR 1114 – Buckhorn Road (Crossing # 735 141R) Recommendation Option 1
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Figure 30: SR 1114 – Buckhorn Road (Crossing # 735 141R) Recommendation Option 2
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Figure 31: SR 1114 – Buckhorn Road (Crossing # 735 141R) Recommendation Option 3
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I.

Pedestrian crossing near First Street – Underpass Option

1. Long-Term
Construct an underpass connecting Mebane Mill Lofts and northern side of US 70. The intent for evaluating a pedestrian
connection between the north side of Mebane to the south side is due to the historic pedestrian fatalities within this area.
Fatalities have occurred where residents were crossing the NCRR Corridor. Any type of pedestrian grade separated structure
(aerial or underpass) must meet the following design standards:
•
•
•
•
•

Designed with a minimum clear span between bridge piers and /or abutments of 100 feet (perpendicular to track
centerlines).
Minimum for vertical clearances for a proposed span over main tracks, measured at a distance of 5 feet 6 inches from
centerline of track, shall be 24 feet 3 inches from the top of rail of any existing or potential future track.
Location of pedestrian crossing structure shall take into account the location and grade of the existing and potential
future tracks within the NCRR corridor.
Depth of an underpass shall be adequate to provide enough cover over the pedestrian structure to account for freight
track loading, track drainage, utilities within the rail corridor including railroad communication and signal needs, and
any other requirements to allow the operating railroad to safely operate and maintain the railroad.
Any sidewalk and stairway structures, required to provide access to an overhead/underpass pedestrian structure,
need to be constructed on the opposite sides of US Hwy 70 and E Washington Street respectively from the railroad
roadbed.
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Figure 32: Pedestrian Crossing near S. First Street/N. Wilba Road – Underpass Option Recommendation
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J. Pedestrian Crossing near Second Street – Overpass Option
1. Long-Term
Construct an overpass connecting southern side of Washington Street near Second Street and northern side of US 70. Any
type of pedestrian grade separated structure (aerial or underpass) must meet the following design standards:
•
•
•
•
•

Designed with a minimum clear span between bridge piers and /or abutments of 100 feet (perpendicular to track
centerlines).
Minimum for vertical clearances for a proposed span over main tracks, measured at a distance of 5 feet 6 inches from
centerline of track, shall be 24 feet 3 inches from the top of rail of any existing or potential future track.
Location of pedestrian crossing structure shall take into account the location and grade of the existing and potential
future tracks within the NCRR corridor.
Depth of an underpass shall be adequate to provide enough cover over the pedestrian structure to account for freight
track loading, track drainage, utilities within the rail corridor including railroad communication and signal needs, and
any other requirements to allow the operating railroad to safely operate and maintain the railroad.
Any sidewalk and stairway structures, required to provide access to an overhead/underpass pedestrian structure,
need to be constructed on the opposite sides of US Hwy 70 and E Washington Street respectively from the railroad
roadbed.
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Figure 33: Pedestrian Crossing near Second Street – Overpass Option Recommendation
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Table G1 - Order of Magnitude Costs
Cost Range
Crossing Number

Street Name

Low

High

$43,000

$55,000

NA

NA

735 464L

SR 1940 – Gibson Road

735 465T

SR 1976 – Lake Latham Road

735 468N

SR 1965 – Moore Road

$49,000

$62,000

735 496V

SR 1962 – S 3rd Street

$31,000

$39,000

735 471W

4th Street

NA

NA

735 472D

NC 119 - 5th Street/4th Street

$74,000

$94,000

735 474S

SR 1402 - Mattress Factory

NA

NA

735 141R

SR 1114 - Buckhorn Road: All
Options*

$5,900,000

$7,500,000

Pedestrian Crossing

Near First Street – underpass

$2,700,000

$3,400,000

Pedestrian Crossing

Near Second Street - overpass

$3,700,000

$4,700,000

Fencing

Within Downtown Mebane

$60,000

$120,000

*Includes preliminary costs for right-of-way needs
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Appendix A – Stakeholder Meeting Minutes

Appendix B – Public Workshop Summaries

Sibert, Scot R.
Thursday, November 17, 2016 9:28 AM
Rubrecht, Genevieve
FW: Fourth Street Pedestrian Bridge

1

What I tried to stress to NCDOT with my written input was the dire need for pedestrian
safety. Mebane's hands are tied due to the antiquated railroad laws in this
country. Apparently, Mebane cannot build a sidewalk along Fifth Street between US-70
/ East Center Street and Washington Street. This is dangerous! The old White Furniture

As I stated on paper and to a couple of NCDOT employees, I see no need for vehicular
traffic to cross the railroad tracks via Fourth Street. It is not a thoroughfare, and it is
not a busy street. Having the crossing only tempts fate with a train and a
vehicle. Anyone that needs to go south on Fourth Street can easily use Fifth Street and
Third Street. Using those streets will not make one's trek much longer no would it really
be inconvenient.

Thank you very much for last night's public meeting concerning the railroad grade
crossings for the Mebane area. Per the folks from NCDOT, I submitted my ideas and
thoughts concerning the grade crossings in our area.

Good afternoon, Ms. Horne.

From: Stephen Vargha [mailto:tvgnusnc@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:24 PM
To: Horne, Nancy M <nhorne@ncdot.gov>
Cc: David Cheek <dcheek@cityofmebane.com>; Chris Rollins <crollins@cityofmebane.com>
Subject: Fourth Street Pedestrian Bridge

I don’t think these would be ADA compliant but below is a comment I received this afternoon.

From: Horne, Nancy M [mailto:nhorne@ncdot.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2016 4:30 PM
To: Sibert, Scot R.
Subject: FW: Fourth Street Pedestrian Bridge

Use the Train!
1‐800‐ByTrain http://www.ncbytrain.org/
Amtrak http://www.amtrak.com/home

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff

( c ) 704‐962‐4962
sibertsr@pbworld.com

Senior Rail and Transit Planner

Scot Sibert, AICP

Please put this on file for public comments

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sibert, Scot R.

2

A quick look at the Internet helps me present bridge possibilities. There is a pedestrian
bridge in Purmurend, Netherlands that gets one's attention. The Dutch town had similar
space restrictions and came up with a cool bridge. It is actually more than one bridge,
but I want to focus on the one that arches. In the two photos below, you can see how
the Dutch dealt with the narrow space. People of all ages climb this high arched
bridge. Many take photos from the top of it. With the numerous railroad buffs in the
area, they would love that vantage point! Here are two different angles of the Dutch
pedestrian bridge:

Because there are more and more pedestrians crossing the railroad tracks, some sort of
safe way to get across is needed. I tried to show an example on my written submission
to NCDOT. Because of the space limitations, I fear that I have not presented my idea in
the best manner.

One of your NCDOT employees and I talked about a tunnel or a bridge for pedestrians to
use at Fourth Street. A tunnel may end looking like a ditch, and drainage could be a
problem. We talked about a pedestrian bridge over the railroad tracks, half way
between Third Street and Fourth Street. The biggest concern is that there is not a huge
amount of land between Washington Street and Center Street. A standard, straight
pedestrian bridge is really not feasible.

US-70 / Center Street has just one crosswalk with a crossing light. Right now, eleven of
the twelve crosswalks at the Center Street intersections with traffic lights do not have
any signals to help pedestrians cross the road. Center Street is extremely busy. Fifth
Street / NC-119 is always heavy with vehicular traffic. Every time I cross Center Street
at Fifth Street, I hold my breath. I do not want to think about the number of times
vehicles have stopped within a foot or two of my legs.

is now home to about 300 residents. More and more people are living in downtown
Mebane, making it extremely important that pedestrians be able to walk around the
area.

3

4

The first photo below shows a very green bridge. It blends in to the landscape. Mebane
has done a great job of landscaping the railroad corridor in downtown. A green bridge
would be a lovely addition to the historic district. The other two photos are just to show
what many cities are doing. A bridge can be a work of art while providing a safe way for
pedestrians to cross the railroad tracks.

There are three more photos below. All of them are pedestrian bridges with spiral
ramps. By using curved ramps, NCDOT can defeat the narrow width of the land to have
enough height for trains to get underneath it. The ramp on the south side could end up
at Mebane City Hall as many residents would have 106 East Washington Street as their
destination.

5

6

We have to think outside of the box with downtown Mebane. This progressive city is
growing rapidly thus building something to serve its residents who are traveling on foot
is an immediate concern. It is especially true with the recent fatalities in this small
stretch of railroad tracks.

7

Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.

Stephen Vargha
201 East Center Street #339
Mebane, NC 27302-2553
919.475.3592
tvgnusnc@gmail.com

Best regards,

I am copying this email to my town's leaders as I have strong feelings for a pedestrian
bridge to be built. Hopefully, you will find my idea to be a very valid one, and one that
can be implemented in a reasonable amount of time. Thank you very much for your
time with my thoughts and concerns.

Appendix C – Public Hearing Minutes and Comments

Also Present:
David Cheek, City Manager
Chris Rollins, Assistant City Manager
Lawson Brown, City Attorney
Cy Stober, Development Director
Franz Holt, City Engineer
Stephanie Shaw, City Clerk
Jeanne Tate, Finance Director
Mark Reich, Engineer, AWCK, Inc.

A Public Hearing was held for presentation of the Traffic Separation Study Rail Crossing
Recommendations. In a joint cooperative effort with the City of Mebane, Norfolk Southern (NS),
the North Carolina Department of Transportation Rail Division (NCDOT Rail), and North Carolina

Mr. Bradley made a motion, seconded by Mr. Hooks, to approve the consent agenda as presented.
The motion carried unanimously.

d) NC Division of Water Infrastructure Asset Inventory
and Assessment Grant- Sanitary Sewer System

c) Contract Award for Effluent Discharge Line at WRRF

b) Contract Award for 2017-18 Street Repair & Resurfacing

a) Approval of Minutes- Regular Meeting- August 14, 2017

Mr. Cheek presented the consent agenda as follows:

Mary McFarland, 307 N. Wilba Road, Mebane, suggested the City should consider having a
downtown public restroom. She suggested the pocket park/parking lot area beside the old
Warrens Drug store at the corner of Fourth and Clay Streets.

Will Atherton, Business Owner at 126 W. Clay Street, Mebane, shared his desire for Council to
adopt an ordinance prohibiting smoking on the sidewalks downtown, especially near the
businesses front doors. He stated many of the businesses downtown have external areas around
the back of their businesses where folks could gather to smoke. He requested that this issue be
considered during the downtown improvement plans. Council requested staff look into this.

Council spoke favorably about the idea of a disc golf course. No formal action taken.

Ross Davis, 2360 Deep Creek Church Road, Burlington, owns a 30 acre private disc golf course. He
shared details about the sport and offered to help with the design should the City decide to
proceed with a course.

Mr. Cheek stated staff has talked with Mr. Dixon. Staff thinks it is a good fit for the property and
would like to include the disc golf course in the comprehensive plan.

During the Public Comment period Bradley Dixon, 503-A Hawfields Road, Mebane, shared a
proposal for a public disc golf course on the recently purchased 54.6 acres of the Cates Farm to
be used as passive recreational purposes. He spoke of his passion for the growing sport, along with
several reasons why he feels Mebane needs this sport as an additional recreational opportunity
for the community.

Mayor Stephenson called the meeting to order and Mr. Bradley announced that earlier this year
the NC General Assembly enacted a law designating September 11th as First Responders Day. He
then gave the invocation.

Councilmembers Present:
Mayor Glendel Stephenson
Mayor Pro-Tem Ed Hooks
Councilmember Patty Philipps
Councilmember Jill Auditori
Councilmember Everette Greene
Councilmember Tim Bradley

The Mebane City Council met for its regular monthly meeting at 6:00 p.m., Monday,
September 11, 2017 in the Council Chambers of the Municipal Building located at 106 East
Washington Street.

City Council Meeting
Mebane Municipal Building
Monday, September 11, 2017

Council stated that the west side is wide already and questioned if a pedestrian crossing (sidewalk) could
be added to the east side as well. Ms. Horne stated that is not be likely to happen. There was discussion
about a fence to divert pedestrian traffic to the designated pedestrian crossings and funding sources.

D. SR 1962 3rd Street (Crossing # 735 496V)Crossing to continue to operate as an at-grade crossing. Widen the existing at-grade crossing
shoulder six (6) feet on each side to provide a safer pedestrian connection across the railroad
corridor. The widened shoulder will provide the pedestrian connection that is needed within the
downtown of Mebane due to the numerous pedestrian fatalities with trains. This will also connect to
the intersection improvements at 3rd Street and Washington Street, and the existing sidewalk network
in downtown Mebane.

Council questioned if any turn lanes or other improvements were discussed in conjunction with the new
park and this study due to the high vehicle traffic during school hours. Mr. Siebert said there were
discussions stakeholder-wise about this intersection and one thing that can be done is for NCDOTDivision of Highways to do a traffic signal warrant study.

C. SR 1965 – Moore Road (Crossing # 735 468N)Crossing to continue to operate as an at-grade crossing and install median barriers and widen
crossing shoulders. By installing a median barrier with bollards, there will be a significant reduction in
vehicles driving around gates that are down. The widened shoulder is also intended to provide a safer
pedestrian connection across the railroad corridor.

Ms. Horne stated they noted the proximity to the new park on the north side and the residential
community on the south, so they will have to take that into consideration determining the width of the
crossing. This crossing will need to allow pedestrian traffic.

B. SR 1976 – Lake Latham Road (Crossing # 735 465T)Continue to operate the crossing as an at-grade crossing. Existing at-grade crossing will be closed
once the NC 119 Bypass is constructed.

Council questioned why the widening and if it was for pedestrian traffic. Mr. Sibert replied to allow
installation of the bollards, not for pedestrian traffic as the study did not reveal major pedestrian
movement at this crossing but it does provide a wider shoulder. Nancy Horne, PE with NCDOT Rail, stated
once this plan moved into design they could look at making the shoulder wide enough so that if the City
decided at a later time they wanted to put sidewalks in, the widening would accommodate the same.

A. SR 1940 – Gibson Road (Crossing # 735 464L)Continue to operate as an at-grade crossing and install median barriers and widen crossing shoulders.
By installing a median barrier with bollards, there will be a significant reduction in vehicles driving
around gates that are down. The widened shoulder is also intended to provide additional width for
projected truck traffic.

Railroad (NCRR), the Mebane Traffic Separation Study (TSS) focused on eight (8) existing at-grade
roadway-railroad crossings along a 5-mile span. Also at the request of the City of Mebane, NCDOT
Rail also studied the possibility of an underpass and overpass pedestrian crossing (one near First
Street and one near Second Street) due to the history of pedestrian fatalities. Scot Sibert, AICP
consultant for NCDOT Rail, explained that TSS is part of a comprehensive evaluation of vehicular,
train, and pedestrian patterns and interactions along a defined local or regional rail corridor. The
purpose of the TSS is to determine the need for improvements and/or elimination of public atgrade crossings to improve safety and mobility for motorists, pedestrians, rail passengers, and
train crews. The TSS evaluated the rail line in Mebane that crosses various streets, as well as any
planned or programmed railroad and roadway improvements within the study area. The process
involved components relating to Crash Data, Traffic Data, Capacity Analysis, Safety and Mobility
Issues, and Public Involvement. Two Stakeholder Committee Meetings and two Public
Informational Workshops were held during the course of the study. Mr. Siebert presented the
following recommended improvements for each of the crossings:

Pedestrian Crossing near Second Street – Overpass Option
Construct an overpass connecting southern side of Washington Street near Second Street and
northern side of US 70.

J.

Mr. Stober read aloud comments submitted by Mark Angel, 617 N. Charles Street, who was unable
to stay for the meeting. His comments suggested rebuilding the Mebane Train Depot as a solution

Abigail Pittman, Orange County Transportation Planner, provided comments in regard to the
Buckhorn Road rail-highway crossing options. She cited their strong preference for the
connections with Industrial Drive and Frazier Road, option 2, and shared the reasons behind their
preference.

Pedestrian crossing near First Street – Underpass Option
Construct an underpass connecting Mebane Mill Lofts and northern side of US 70.

I.

As the recommendation of grade separating Buckhorn Road moves forward, it will be important to
continue to collaborate and coordinate with the Orange County Interchange Analysis and Corridor
Study. This study has identified the need to extend Industrial Drive to the east. Continued
coordination in future roadway networks, connections with existing intersections, and interchange
ramp modifications should occur to ensure proper planning and design.

H. SR 1114 – Buckhorn Road (Crossing # 735 141R)Grade-separate Buckhorn Road by building a roadway bridge over the tracks. There are three options
for the roadway bridge. Two of the options include a roundabout at the intersection of Industrial
Drive and the re-aligned Buckhorn Road, while the other option would not include a roundabout.
These options depict an ability to construct a grade separation while limiting surrounding impacts. As
funding is secured for this improvement, these three options, along with other potential options will
be developed and evaluated during the NEPA process. These options are intended to be concepts
only for the ability to develop order-of-magnitude costs in order to assist in identification of funding
sources.

G. SR 1402 – Mattress Factory Road (Crossing # 735 474S)Continue to operate the crossing as an at-grade crossing.

Mr. Bradley expressed strong opposition to the blocking of E. Washington Street from left or right turns.

Fourth Street crossing would not be closed. The existing crossing would continue to operate as an atgrade crossing. Widen the existing at-grade crossing shoulder six (6) feet on each side to provide a
safer pedestrian connection across the railroad corridor. The widened shoulder will provide the
pedestrian connection that is needed within the downtown of Mebane due to the numerous
pedestrian fatalities with trains. This will also connect to the intersection improvements at 4th Street
and Washington Street, and the existing sidewalk network in downtown Mebane.

F. NC 119 – 5th Street (Crossing # 735 472D)Continue to operate the crossing as an at-grade crossing and improve the geometry at the crossing
and intersection with US 70. Eliminate the northbound right turn land onto US 70 to increase the
curve radii for vehicle turning movements. Install asphalt path to connect sidewalks on the eastern
side of crossing in order to improve pedestrian connectivity. Install cross walks on the south and east
segments of Washington St/Fifth St intersection. Install mountable medians, with a pedestrian refuge
along Fifth Street from the at-grade crossing south of Washington Street and along Washington
Street west of Fifth Street. Pedestrian crossing warning signs will be installed leading up to the
crosswalks at Washington Street.

Ms. Philipps expressed opposition to closing Fourth Street which resonated with Council.

E. 4th Street (Crossing # 735 471W)Continue to operate the existing at-grade crossing if the 5th Street crossing improvements are
constructed per the below recommendation. If the 5th Street improvements are not made, 4th Street
is recommended for closure.

To include vinyl siding as an acceptable building material, such that at least 25% of house's
front elevation will have stone or masonry finishes

No one from the public spoke. Ms. Philipps made a motion, seconded by Ms. Auditori, to close the

Mr. Parker stated other subdivisions in Mebane currently have been approved with vinyl siding
allowed, and prohibiting the use in this subdivision is making the property unmarketable. He
continued stating that the change of the building material will not materially endanger the public
health or safety and will not substantially injure the value of adjoining or abutting property as the
value of homes would begin at a minimum of $185,000. The homes would be in harmony with
the area in which it is located and would be in conformity with the land development plan because
it was approved in 2005 and 2014.

Mr. Greene commented on how the market has changed and vinyl siding has improved over the
years.

•

Mr. Stober stated staff has no objection to the amendment request and the burden is upon the
applicant to make their case. Jim Parker spoke on behalf of Franklin Legacy, LLC requesting that
the approved SUP for the Northeast Village be amended based on the following:

Jim Parker- Developer with Franklin Legacy, LLC
Phil Koch- Engineer with EarthCentric Engineering
Cy Stober- Development Director
Chris Rollins- Asst. City Manager

City Clerk Shaw swore in and/or affirmed the following:

A Quasi-judicial Public Hearing was held on a request from Franklin Legacy, LLC to amend the
Special Use Permit for “Northeast Village”, Phase 1 previously approved by the City Council on
November 4, 2014 for 99 single-family homes.

Ms. Auditori made a motion, seconded by Mr. Bradley, to accept the TSS report with the
understanding that Council, staff and the consultants with revisit the item of the intersection of
Washington Street and Fifth Street before moving forward and omit the blocking of Fourth Street.
The motion carried unanimously.

Mr. Cheek suggested that further discussion take place with the consultants to clarify some of the
recommendations. Mr. Bradley stated if accepting the report does not include the Buckhorn Road
item, he is comfortable with the recommendations, except for the blocking of E. Washington
Street from left or right turns. Ms. Auditori said she agrees with Mr. Bradley but she also opposes
closing Fourth Street.

Mayor Stephenson called for a motion to close the public hearing. Mr. Bradley made a motion,
seconded by Mr. Greene, to close the public hearing. The motion carried unanimously.

David Shanklin, Mebane resident, stated the traffic signals at the intersection of Center Street,
Fifth Street and Washington Street which govern traffic coming across the train tracks headed
north of Fifth Street are unsafe and confusing and should be angled to shine in the proximity of
the driver’s eyesight. Mr. Rollins and Mr. Bradley explained DOT’s reasoning for having the signals
work that way, which is an effort to keep someone from being trapped on the tracks.

Johnny Jeffries, 4870 Mebane Rogers Road, Mebane, suggested that earlier warnings be provided
when a train is approaching the crossings. Ms. Horne stated Amtrak runs on a schedule, however
freight trains do not. Mr. Bradley stated discussions took place with DOT in the past and according
to DOT they are meeting federal regulations in regard to the timing of crossing warnings but he
feels it’s a point well made. Mr. Boney commented that he was under the impression that local
municipalities could govern the timing within their jurisdiction as long as they didn’t lessen the
time. Ms. Horne added that when you lengthen the warning time, people become impatient and
that’s when they go around the arms/gates.

to the train wrecks.

Mr. Bradley stated earlier in the meeting issues of smoking downtown and the need for public
restrooms downtown were addressed. He questioned if this plan would address issues of that

Mr. Stober explained that The North Carolina Department of Commerce, Rural Economic
Development Division, is offering the City of Mebane a $50,000 grant for the expressed purpose
of “Downtown Revitalization and Economic Development,” as stipulated by North Carolina Session
Law 2017-257 §15.8(a). The City Planning Department proposes to use these funds to support a
Small Area Plan to realize the Historic Downtown Mebane Vision. He stated that in October 2017
staff would issue a Request for Qualifications for a $50,000 Small Area Plan for City of Mebane
Historic Downtown District and a firm would be selected by December 2017. All aspects would
need to be completed by October 2018. The plan would be a detailed assessment of current
conditions in the Downtown District and recommendations on how to best capitalize on its
strengths and address its challenges. The plan will address aesthetic, safety, economic,
infrastructure, and navigability needs for the District, with a robust stakeholder and public input
effort to inform the plan and its recommendations.

Mr. Stober presented a request for approval to create a Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory
Commission, to advise City Council on relevant matters. The Commission shall be composed of
seven (7) community members, including at least one member of City Council. Terms shall last
three (3) years. The Commission shall meet at least once every three (3) months, for a minimum
of four (4) meetings per year. The positions will be advertised. Staff hopes to have a committee
established by November 2017. Ms. Philipps made a motion, seconded by Ms. Auditori, to adopt the
Ordinance to create the City of Mebane Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Commission. The motion
carried unanimously.

Mr. Stober reviewed the proposed amendments. No one from the public spoke. Mr. Greene made
a motion, seconded by Ms. Auditori, to close the public hearing. The motion carried unanimously.
Mr. Hooks made a motion, seconded by Mr. Bradley, to approve the amendments as presented.
All proposed amendments are designed to enhance the plan review process for the City, plat
recordation needs for applicants going to the Planning Department, and improve municipal safety.
They are consistent with the City’s mission and goals, and are reasonable and within the public’s
interest, placing no burdens upon any distinct population of the City. The motion carried
unanimously.

a. Article 6, Section D(5): Tree Placement, pg. 6-26
b. Article 7, Section 4.4(D): Review Process for Final Major Subdivision Plats, pg. 7-9
AND
Article 7, Section 4.5(B): Dedication and Acceptance, pg. 7-10
c. Article 12, Section 4: Definitions, page 12-29
d. Article 12, Section 4: Definitions, page 12-38
e. Appendix A, various pages
f. Appendix B, five amended certificates and one new certificate: City of Mebane Certificate
of Approval on new page B-9

A Public Hearing was held on a request to amend the Unified Development Ordinance (UDO)-

The motion carried unanimously.

4. Will be in conformity with the land development plan, thoroughfare plan, or other plans
officially adopted by the City Council

3. Will be in harmony with the area in which it is located ; and

2. Will not substantially injure the value of adjoining or abutting property;

1. Will not materially endanger the public health or safety;

Mr. Bradley made a motion, seconded by Ms. Phillipps, to approve the special use permit
amendment as presented. The application is generally consistent with the objectives and policies
for growth and development in the City’s 2017 Comprehensive Land Development Plan, Mebane
by Design. It is both reasonable and in the public interest based on the findings that it:

Public Hearing. The motion carried unanimously.

Improvements with this option include the installation of a 15-inch storm drain and 8-inch
trench drains that connect to a 30-inch pipe, installed in 2009 located in North Third Street.
This option only addresses the storm water runoff issues and the purchase of land is not
required. The cost of these improvements is $144,000.
In addition to addressing the storm water runoff issues, this option improves the condition
of the alleyway, provides potential additional public parking, allows for better garbage
pickup for business owners, and creates vehicular access with the connection to Clay Street
from Third Street. The purchase of the land is required with this option. The cost of these
improvements is $270,000.
In addition to the improvements included in Option 2, this option adds a pedestrian
component with a new walkway from Center Street to Clay Street. The purchase of the
land is required with this option. The cost of these improvements is $309,000.

Ms. Philipps spoke about the issue of school overcrowding in the Mebane. She said as a
municipality, we know what our responsibilities are, as far as infrastructure: police, fire, recreation,
and public works. She added that all of the Councilmembers are tax payers to Alamance County
and the City of Mebane. The North Carolina General Statutes places responsibility for school
facilities on the Counties, not the municipalities. She urged everyone to encourage, persuade, aide
and partner with other governmental entities in the County to make things move forward to
ensure that everyone has an adequate public education and to ensure that our schools are
adequately funded. Mr. Bradley added that Mebane is not the only city or town adding to Eastern
High School’s overcrowding. More schools need to be built in Alamance County. Mr. Hooks added
some additional comments about Mebane’s efforts to make sure that the county and the school
system has been a part of Mebane’s planning process including individual meetings with county
commissioners and the school superintendent.

Staff recommended, at a minimum, Option 2 and therefore, the purchase of the land on Clay
Street. Final determination of needed improvements to the alleyway could be postponed until the
Downtown Vision Plan is completed. After considerable discussion, Mr. Bradley made a motion,
seconded by Mr. Greene, to proceed with Option 1 and have staff speak with property owners as
soon as possible in regard to acquiring easements. The motion carried unanimously.

Option 3.

Option 2.

Option 1.

Mr. Reich shared a PowerPoint depicting the existing conditions of the alleyway and the gravel
parking lot in question. The storm water runoff from the City’s alleyway behind the Police
Department during major rain events has resulted in complaints from adjoining property owners.
The existing 12-inch and 4-inch storm sewer piping system is undersized and not functioning
properly. Replacing the existing piping system with larger piping should resolve the matter;
however, in addition to resolving the storm water issues, staff believes that improving the
condition of the alleyway, as well as creating a possible throughway for traffic should be
considered as well. The following options were presented for consideration.

Mr. Cheek requested that Council consider the purchase of vacant land (GPIN #9825046382) on
the south side of Clay Street for $25,000, an issue that arose when staff discovered that the land
was for sale, and in light of discussions to improve the storm water runoff in the alleyway behind
the Police Department. Business owners and staff have been discussing problems with storm
water drainage in this alleyway for over a year, and as a result, the 2017-18 budget includes
$100,000 to address the storm water issue. The decision on whether to purchase this land is
predicated on how extensively the alleyway should be improved. As such, the Council will be
presented with three options with varying degrees of infrastructure improvements. Depending on
the scope of the project, the purchase of the vacant lot may be necessary.

nature. Mr. Stober replied the plan will address the visible and invisible atmosphere of downtown.
Mr. Stober stated the $50,000 will pay for the product which will be the vision plan, including
engineering and architectural designs for city blocks. Mr. Cheek stated he would like to put the
Fifth Street Improvement Plan on hold until this plan is complete so that the plans will be cohesive.
Ms. Philipps made a motion, seconded by Ms. Auditori, to approve the execution of the application
for 2017-2018 NC Department of Commerce Downtown Revitalization and Economic
Development grant valued at $50,000. The motion authorizes the Mayor of the City of Mebane to
sign on its behalf to receive these funds, for use by the City to solicit third party services to address
it economic development needs. The motion carried unanimously.

Groundbreaking for New Community Park- October 11th at 4:00pm
Public Meeting – Mebane Oaks Interchange- September 14th, 5-7pm
Single Family Rehabilitation Funding Available
Parks & Recreation Trust Fund Grant not funded
Gateway Signage – Highway 70

ATTEST:
______________________________
Stephanie W. Shaw, City Clerk

____________________________
Glendel Stephenson, Mayor

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 9:25pm.

Mr. Hooks assured the citizens that Mebane will, in addition to NCDOT’s already great
landscaping plan, enhance the landscaping after the 119 Bypass has been completed.

•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Cheek announced the following:

Appendix D – Public Meeting Sign-In Sheets

